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An approach of Feature Techniques using Warped frequencies
Saimir Tola1), Alfred Daci1)
Polytechnic University of Tirana
Faculty of Mathematical and Physical Engineering,
Department of Mathematical Engineering, Tirane,
saimir_tola@yahoo.com
Abstract: In this paper we will use different feature extraction approach in order to compare the stability of the Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) on different SNR noise, in different situations. By using the classic feature extraction like: Mel filter B ank, Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT), Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). After we implement this methods for the different situations then we will
warp the frequency of this methods directly on the spectrum in order to see if we get better results. The results will be compared with one
another using the Word Error Rate algorithm (WER).
Keywords: Automatic Speech Recognition, Mel Filter Bank, Fast Fourier Transform
By performing averaging in the log domain or log power values
as opposed to spectral amplitudes, is beneficial for spectral analysis
as shown in figure 1.

1. Introduction
Information processing machines have become normal talking
nowdays. Though, the current styles of human machine
communication are focused more towards living with the limitations
of computer input/output devices rather than the ease of humans.
Speech is the main mode of communication among people. On the
other hand, prevalent means of input to computers is through a
keyboard or a mouse. If computers could listen to human speech
and carry out their commands. Automatic Speech Recognition is the
process of deriving the transcription of an utterance, given the
speech waveform. Speech understanding goes further, and collects
the meaning of the word in order to carry out the speaker’s
command. Presence of background noise reduces signal to noise
ratio. Background speech of neighbors rise to significant confusions
among speech sounds. Speech recorded by a desktop speakerphone
not only captures speaker’s voice but also multiple echo from walls
and other reflecting surfaces [1]

1.1 Mel filter Bank

Figure 1: Log domain averaging impact on Spectral Analysis
[2]

Speech processing shows an significant role in any speech
system whether it’s Automatic Speech Recognition or speaker
recognition or something else. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
were very common features for a long time; but more recently, filter
banks are becoming increasingly popular. In this post, I will discuss
filter banks and MFCCs and why are filter banks becoming
increasingly popular. Calculating filter banks and MFCCs involve
somewhat the same procedure, where in both cases filter banks are
computed and with a few more extra steps MFCCs can be obtained.
In a nutshell, a signal goes through a pre-emphasis filter; then gets
sliced into (overlapping) frames and a window function is applied to
each frame; afterwards, we do a Fourier transform on each frame
and calculate the power spectrum; and subsequently compute the
filter banks. To obtain MFCCs, a Discrete Cosine Transform is
applied to the filter banks retaining a number of the resulting
coefficients while the rest are discarded.

The combination of pure tones or sine waves results in a
complexity of sound. A frequency analysis of such a sound often
attempts to identify the original pure tones. The Fourier Transform
was designed by the French mathematician Fourier in the 1820's
and remains the primary method for carrying out frequency
analyses of sounds as well as other phenomena. A number of
different ways of performing the Fourier Transform have been
developed including the Discrete Fourier Transform and the Fast
Fourier Transform and Sparse Fourier Transform. These are
designed for working with digital signals such as speech signals.

1.3 Warping the spectrum directly
It is stated that warping the DFT directly instead of using filter bank
averaging provides a more precise estimate of the perceptual scales.
This was a study on additive noise degradation in ASR systems.
There is a large body of research on improving the robustness of
speech recognition systems under adverse acoustic environments.
Environment compensation methods can be applied at the front end
feature domain or at the back end model domain or can be applied
on areas of the ASR system. Fast Fourier Transform and Discrete
Fourier Transform are basically alike; with the only difference
being that FFT is faster. Warped DFT or FFT based features have
been found to provide lower recognition error rates than the DFT
based cepstral features. In the conventional MFCC front-end,
processing of a speech signal begins with the pre-processing stage.
This involves DC removal and pre-emphasis using a first-order
high-pass filter with a transfer function followed by a Fourier
transform being applied as was previously discussed. Transforming
a linear frequency scale to a non-linear frequency scale is called

1.2 Discrete Fourier Transformation
Discrete Fourier Transform is one of the most important and
dependable mathematical workers in signal processing. DFT of a
signal is defined as DFT is used to sample the spectrum at a range
of frequencies. Inappropriately, the spectrum is oversampled at a
finer resolution and every output of the filter bank which is a power
spectral magnitude is processed as a weighted sum of its adjacent
values. DFT uses averaging to tool a spectral smoothing function.
Averaging is one technique widely used for spectral smoothing. The
technique of averaging is often utilized in the Mel scale frequency
domain if a DFT is used because the added computational load is
minimal.
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frequency warping. One technique to achieve frequency warping is
to apply a nonlinearly-scaled filter bank, such as a Mel filter bank,
to the linear frequency representation. Another way is to use a
conformal mapping, such as the bilinear transformation which
preserves the unit circle [3].

and the sampling rate is 8 kHz, and each subset including one clean
data with ﬁve SNR types of noisy data, that is, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB,
and 20 dB, respectively. In the test part, three types of noisy data
with different SNRs on -5 dB, 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB
are also built. Each SNR subset contains 9900 utterances and totally
217 600 utterances are generated for testing. For testing the data
above us will use the word error rate. We have created these
algorithm in Matlab as below, and after the execution we get the
data in table1 and 2..

The equation above is an example of warped DFT. DFT is
achieved by applying the FFT algorithm. In warped DFT or FFT the
positions of the frequency peaks are modified by using an all-pass
transformation to warp the frequency axis. Then, uniformly-spaced
points on the warped frequency axis are similar to non-uniformly
spaced peaks on the original frequency axis. By picking the warping
parameters sensibly, one can place some of the frequency samples
in close proximity to each other to provide higher resolution in the
frequency range of interest without increasing the length of the
DFT. Utilizing this frequency warping, one can improve the
spectral representation of speech signals in the low frequency
region [4].

Източникът на препратката не е намерен.

Table 1: Mechanical properties of selected powder materialsГрешка!
. *Note: Values in brackets are
valid for heat-treated material.
WER
SNR (dB)
0

5 dB

1

13.61

dB
DFT
0.7
2
MFC
C

1

WDF
T

14.97

2.1
2
7
.71

10.44

10
dB
1
8.32

1
5 dB
2
1.44

20
dB
23.
57

1
9.02

2
3.21

57

1
4.21

1
5.22

34

Mean
62
.33

23.

64
.72

17.

63
.31

Now we interpolate the data in order to find WER for different
SNR data.
clear all
clc
format long
syms
x=input('x= ');
y=input('y= ');
xs=input('xs=');
h=x(end)-x(end-1);x0=x(1);sh=(xs-x0)/h;
k=length(x)-1; b=zeros(k+1,k); yy=y; z=sym(zeros(k,1));
if length(x)~=length(y)
disp('lengths must be same')
break
end
for i=1:k
for j=1:k-i+1
yy(j)=yy(j+1)-yy(j);
b(j,i)=yy(j);
end
end
for i=1:k
ss=1;
for j=0:i-1
ss=ss*(s-j);
end
z(i,1)=ss;
end
F=0;
for i=1:k
F=F+(z(i,1)/factorial(i))*b(1,i);
end
F0=char(F);pn=inline(F0,'s');
disp('
x
y
Dy(forward)s:')
disp('***********************************************
***************************')
disp([x' y' b])
disp('The NFD interpolation is p(xs=x0+sh)= ')
pretty(F+y(1))
disp(' ')
disp(['Newton-forward
interpolation
p(x)
for
x=',{xs},'is',{pn(sh)+y(1)}])

Figure 2: Extraction of warped DFT-based cepstral features

Warping the DFT spectrum directly without using filter bank
averaging provides a more precise approximation of the perceptual
scales [5]. Since the spectrum is already pre-warped using Melfrequency warping, the nonlinearly-spaced triangular-shaped Melfrequency filter bank is replaced by a filter bank of uniformly
spaced, half-overlapping triangular filters, to provide spectral
smoothing. The figure below shows running speech spectra of (a)
clean and (b) noisy speech signals that have been corrupted by
babble noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 6 dB, obtained using
DFT, WDFT, and WDFT-LP spectrum estimators. Based on this
visual examination, WDFT and WDFT-LP provide more robust
spectral estimates compared to DFT and LP methods. Due to
reduced degrees of freedom in all-pole modeling [6].

2. Experimental Results
To evaluate the robustness and performance of the proposed
method in one case of clean and noisy conditions, further to
compare with the multiple feature extraction methods, such as Mel
filter bank cepstral coefficients, DFT filter bank, FFT, the
AURORA database is chosen for the experiments. The speech
model is trained by different SNR degrees 0-15 dB of mixed dataset
compering clean and noisy data. To generate the noisy data, the
clean dataset is further mixed with three types of noise data,
including bus station, public parking garage, and movie theatre.
Totally, 7,895 utterances are yielded for training purposes and split
equally into 20 subsets, each SNR subset contains 233 utterances
53
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3D parametric modeling of a sewage pumping station with separation of solids
Tibor Poós
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
poos.tibor@gpk.bme.hu
Abstract: The main goal of my work was to design a dry well wastewater pumping station. The products of the pumping station market, the
related literature, and the standards were analysed. The collected information was summarized in the catalogue of the requirements. I
created the parametric 3D model of the total pumping station. Some of the dimensions are linked from an MS Excel file, and others change
like a function. Thus, we can get the pumping station model with the required parameters without changing the model directly. The system's
pressure loss was calculated, which is necessary to know the working point of the pumping station. The mass of the concrete we need against
the uplift was specified. The dry well makes the sewage system more stable; it has a lower environmental effect and makes the maintenance
safer.
Keywords: DRY WELL, WASTEWATER, PUMPING STATION, PARAMETRIC MODEL
of the solids separator tapering tube sheet at the other end is where
the filter is obliquely disposed on the larger diameter end has a
perforated plate. Although the device contains a solid separator
system, but the large solids can cause clogging. A solution could be
to design a pre-separator that filters wastewater from these larger
solid contaminants.

1. Introduction
Wastewater is transported in a sewer network from the producer
to the receiving and treatment sites. In the case of gravity
wastewater transport, the driving force is provided by the level
difference between the two points of the channel. The slope of the
channel must ensure a minimum average flow velocity of 0.4 m/s at
an average water flow, as this is necessary for the self-cleaning of
the channel [1]. The value of the maximum permitted velocity is
determined by the material of the channel. 3 m/s for on-site concrete
sections channel, 5 m/s for prefabricated reinforced concrete, paved
concrete, or stoneware pipe elements are allowed. In the case of a
polymer channel, higher speeds are permissible. The water level
must reach 30 mm, even at the lowest volume flow rate to avoid
sedimentation. If the slope is not large enough, solids in the
wastewater can sediment and cause clogging. If the topography
does not allow the gravity transport of wastewater, a pressed
channel must be installed. Part of this system is the sewage
pumping station.

Depending on the shape of the collection tank of the HydroVacuum TS sewage pumping station [5], the internal vessel can be
rectangular, semi-cylindrical, or curved on both sides. In the case of
semi-cylindrical design of valves and piping beyond the buffering
vessel area, thus increase the overall size of the well. In terms of
space-saving, it is advantageous for the solids separation system to
be located in the vessel. Still, this solution is unfavorable from the
point of view of maintenance.
STRATE AWALIFT sewage pumping station [6] is installed in
a well of circular cross-section made of glass-fiber-reinforced
polymer. The shape of the buffering vessel can be a pentagon,
cylindrical or semi-cylindrical, which is ready-alloy structural steel
sitting and an epoxy-based corrosion-resistant protective film is
coated. The wastewater flows through two non-return valves with
filter plates to the buffering vessel from the solids separation tank.
The disadvantage of the device is that the solids separators and the
non-return valves are located in the vessel, which is not favorable
for maintenance.

In conventional wet well sewage pumping station, the pumps
are submerged in the sewage. In this case, the inlet liquid does not
filtred, so the solids content (a tree branch, dead animal, PET bottle,
pieces of clothing, etc.) is high. They are getting into the pump
damage the impeller and its housing. Specially detrimental to the
wet wipes, which form a scoop-like plug into the channel network
and roll up to the pump impeller. Its maintenance is a difficult and
dangerous operation [2].

In the Ecol-Unicon sewage pumping station [7], the shape of the
buffering vessel is circular. ETS and ESS types are designed from
stainless steel, and the ESS-PE is designed from HDPE. Larger
solid contaminants are trapped on flexible filter flaps in the
separators. The common advantage of the pumping station is that
the knife-gate valves can be used to disconnect the components, so
it is not necessary to stop the equipment completely during
maintenance. The disadvantage of the ESS and ESS-PE stations is
that the solids separators are placed in the vessel, so their
maintenance is complicated.

In most cases, it is impossible to empty the well, so the
mechanics are in constant contact with the sewage. Gas formation is
strong, which can cause high methane concentrations even with
good ventilation too, and the well is open to the atmosphere even
during normal operation, so it is a strong source of the odor. Dry
well wastewater lifters differ from the conventional wet well in that
the wastewater is temporarily buffered inside the well in a separate
steel or polymer vessel. Disadvantages of sewage pumping station
include operating and maintenance costs higher than those of
gravity sewage systems. In addition, training is required to handle
any failures and maintenance problems that may occur properly. In
the event of an electricity failure, standby generators must be
provided to prevent malfunctions, and the service life of pressed
sewer lines is shorter than that of those used in the gravity network.
The flow channels, generally infectious waste, and odor have the
effect, so to be assured in the design of gas in a sufficient supply of
air in the well and the components of control [3].

In the SSS Strong sewage pumping station [8], the vessel solid
separators and tubes are polyethylene. In separators, plastic combs
placed obliquely upstream of the flow direction of the charging
phase will catch larger solids. The advantage of the station is that
the buffering vessel is separated from the well. The disadvantage is
that the components almost fill the available space, so the
workspace required for maintenance is not provided.
The Wilo - EMUport CORE sewage pumping station [9] is
designed to be installed in a 1500 mm well. Filter sticks in the
separators catch larger dirt. The rod ends are connected to a sloping
flap circular plate. The disadvantage of the pumping station is that it
does not have a pre-separator on it, which separates the larger
contaminants. In the event of a well flooding, the gate valve that
disconnects the station from the sewer system cannot be easily
accessed.

2. Dry well sewage pumping stations on the market
A sewage pumping station must be installed to design the
appropriate pressure at the sewage lifting device or eliminate the
height difference in the gravity network. In this chapter, the
wastewater pumping station with a dry well and solids separator is
described.

The Instal Compact sewage pumping station’s [10] buffering
vessel has a square shape where the interior has lighting and glass
overlooking. The separators are located next to the buffering vessel,

Sewage pumping stations manufactured by the KSB [4] in terms
of design can be compact, cylindrical, or semi-cylindrical. One end
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equipped with a sight glass. Two comb-like filters perform the
separation. The device is advantageous in terms of space-saving
because the distribution chamber, separators, pipes, and fittings are
located above and next to the buffering vessel. In the event of a
flood, the gate valve that disconnects the unit from the sewer system
cannot be accessed. Access to the pumps is also hampered by a
metal tray mounted under the sight glass, and a stand placed next to
it.

a two-pump lift is that the operating pump can deliver the maximum
amount of wastewater entering the well. The installation of shut-off
valves in the connecting sewage line is necessary to stop sewage
flow during the cleaning, inspection, and repair of the equipment
[13].
The process flow
Figure 1 shows the process flow diagram of the designed
sewage pumping station. It is the major part of the process of the S101 pre-separator and the two solids separator S-102 and S-103.
Sewage is transported by the P-101 and P-102 pumps. Sewage is
temporarily stored in the V-101 vessel. The inlet wastewater enters
the well in the line 1. In the pre-separator S-101, larger
contaminants (~ 60 mm <) are suspended on a stainless steel metal
grid. During periodic maintenance, the detached materials can be
removed manually via the openable lid on the top of the preseparator. If critically high volume wastewater enters and therefore
both pumps are running, or something clogs the separator, the
wastewater flows directly into the buffering vessel through two
overflows through a grid filter. If the water level in the preseparator rises due to a fault, an ultrasonic level transmitter sends an
alarm to the control panel. The function of the HV-101 and HV-102
knife-gate valves is to ensure that one line can be disconnected
during service while the other can still operate the lift. In this case,
if the pump is running on the operating line, sewage can also enter
the vessel via the overflows. The P-102 pump is running in the
figure, which is why the non-return valve CV-102 is closed. The
wastewater thus enters the solids separator S-102 through the open
CV-101 valve.

The Kordes sewage pumping station [11] is installed in a
double-walled polyethylene well. Separation of solids is performed
by metal rods placed in front of the suction port of the pump. The
disadvantage of the sewage pump is that the solids separator does
not have a tank that can be separated from the other components.
When maintaining or replacing metal rods, the equipment must be
disassembled. Instead of closed gate valves during the emptying
phase, it would be preferable to install non-return valves in the
system.
In my work, I made a parametric, 3D model of the selfdeveloped dry well sewage pumping station equipment with solids
separators. An important aspect of the design was that the
dimensions could be varied as desired, making it easier to adapt to
individual needs or create a family of machines. I created a
Multibody-based, parametric 3D model, which includes a
parametric calculation support that allows the determination of
pump characteristics and vessel size. As a result of my work, I have
created a design that meets both market needs and literature
considerations and is ready for production.

3. The planned equipment

Contaminants (~ 10 mm <) get stuck on a perforated plate in the
solids separator shown in Fig. 2. Water and smaller contaminants
flow through the fixed impeller of the P-101 pump. The knife-gate
valves HV-103 and HV-104 function to close the buffering vessel
during maintenance of the pump. Sewage collects in the V-101
vessel until one of the pumps runs at the signal of the level sensor,
in this case, P-102, which is shown in Figure 1.

Various aspects must be taken into account when designing a
sewage pumping station. The pumps to be installed in the system
must be planned for minimum water consumption of ~110
l/person/day. In the mechanical units, the assembly and the
disassembly furthermore to lift the pumps, a lifting sleeve or base
must be installed, for which a lifting stand with manual or electric
lifting must be provided. At least two pumps must be designed for
the station, one of which is operational and the other is in
alternating operation [12]. An important consideration when sizing

Line 5 exits the wastewater from the buffering vessel and enters
the S-102 solids separator through the pump. The CV-102 nonreturn valve is closed, so the sewage can only continue on line 6.

Fig. 1. Process flow diagram of the planned dry well sewage pumping station with solids separator
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solutions used could be changed flexibly. The number of certain
parts (e.g., the number of steps of the ladder) suits the specific
needs. In the created model, certain units can also be replaced
according to your needs: pumps, gate valves, valves, and flanges,
among others. Based on some input data (incoming wastewater
volume flow, level of outlet and inlet lines, etc.), the program
automatically generates a pumping station of the appropriate size.
Almost all of the dimensions in the model are parametric. The
given size can be imported from an Excel spreadsheet or determined
from another part’s size. To eliminate component constraint, the
larger station components were made as a Multibody model. This
means that the parts of an assembly were created in a file, the shape
features were modeled as an independent body (Solid), creating
them one after the other. The assembly model can be generated
from the resulting Multibody Part file. When drawing, I used the
iLogic function, which allowed me to determine the individual
dimensions of the model automatically. The program fills in each
field of the iProperties window containing the model information
based on the entered code. The parametric 3D model of the
prepared equipment is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2. Solids separator
a) solids separator housing b) Separation unit with non-return valve

For the station shown in Fig. 3 the wastewater enters the well
via a DN250 knife-gate valve and then leaves the DN80 discharge
line above it after buffering and pumping. A bracket supports the
large and consequently heavy gate valve at the feed welded to the
wall. On the outside of the well is a stiffening ring that increases the
resistance of the wall to external pressure. All pipes passing through
the wall are polymer, thus allowing plastic welding and good waterresistant. A standard cast iron manhole cover with a diameter of 600
mm was fitted to the well. A guide rail is screwed onto the steps of
the well ladder into which the fall arrester slider can be inserted,
which is connected to the maintenance strap with a carabiner. The
lighting is provided by two luminaires insulated against splashing
water fixed opposite each other on the wall of the well. A fan
extracts exhaust gas to the left of the ladder. Fresh air flows in
through a pipe to the right of the ladder.

The solids take away the contaminants trapped in the previous
charging cycle from the separator. The function of the non-return
valves CV-103 and CV-104 are twofold: on the one hand, if the
pump is running on one line, the valve is closed on the other line,
sewage cannot flow back into the system; on the other hand, if none
of the pumps is running, the valves retain the wastewater left in the
discharge line. In the operational process shown in Figure 1, the
CV-103 is open, and the CV-104 is closed. When both pumps are
stopped, both non-return valves are closed, thus preventing the
backflow of sewage left in the discharge pipe. The HV-105 and
HV-106 knife-gate valves are used to break the well. The two lines
merge into a “trouser” profile tube, and the medium exits the well
via the current line 8.

A submersible pump is placed in the sump at the bottom of the
well to remove the leachate generated in the well. Under cover of
the well was placed a steel support structure, the role of which is

3D parametric model
The parametric model was created with Autodesk Inventor
2021. The goal was to create a model in which the dimensions and

Fig. 3. The planned dry well sewage pumping station with solids separator with specific dimensions
a) well + pumping station; b) pumping station machinery
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twofold: on the one hand, it strengthens the cover against loads
coming from the surface; on the other hand, it serves as a fixing
point for lifting work to be carried out in the well. A 200 mm thick
layer of reinforced concrete has been placed at the bottom of the
well, into which the pumps and the vessel can be fixed, and the
weight of the concrete also has a positive effect against the well
floating.
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4. Conclusion
I examined the most important parts and properties of pumping
stations through examples of market equipment. Considering the
literature sources, the needs of the market, and the requirements of
the relevant standards, I designed a dry well sewage pumping
station with solids separator.
For the designed station shown in Fig. 3 has an outer diameter
of 2200 mm and an inner diameter of 2000 mm, and a height of
5000 mm. The machinery in the well can transport incoming
wastewater with a volume flow of 18 m3/h at the height of 13.7 m.
With the help of the parametric model and the available mechanical
elements, the machine family consisting of the current construction
is suitable to meet the following needs: HDPE well external
diameters 2.2–3.6 m; transport height 8–30 m; incoming wastewater
volume flow 10–300 m3/h.
During the technical calculations, I also performed the
mechanical sizing and hydraulic testing of the well. The hydraulic
resistance of the sewage pump on the discharge side and the
inspection of the wall under the effect of ground pressure were also
determined. I determined the minimum weight needed to keep the
well underground, thus eliminating the risk of floating.
Dry well sewage pumping technology is not widespread in
Europe at all. Because of this, not only is the research potential
great but entering a well-prepared market can be very lucrative.
Replacing wet well pumping stations improves the operational
safety of wastewater transport, reduces the burden on the
environment, and makes operation and maintenance safer.
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Summary: The article presents a study of the sound and thermal insulation properties of ceramic plates with cavities, designed for beehives.
The plates are obtained by the “casting” method from a water-dispersed colloidal system based on a patent-protected quartz glass-ceramic.
They are composed of amorphous SiO2, mullite and cristobalite. To measure the thermal conductivity, a thermal chamber is constructed with
a heater installed in it. Given that the heat flow passing through the three-layer ceramic plate for beehives is constant, the temperature
difference between the two opposite sides of the plate at steady state (at constant heat flow) is measured and the thermal conductivity is
calculated. A two-chamber method is used to determine the sound insulation capacity of the ceramic plates for beehives. The sound pressure
of the sound waves – the incident one and of the wave which has passed through the sample –is measured in the frequency range from 100 to
3150 Hz
Keywords: HOLLOW CERAMIC CONSTRUCTIONS, WATER DISPERSION COLLOIDAL SYSTEMS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,
SOUND INSULATION
According to Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the heat
flux passing through the first layer of the wall is [2,3]:

1. Introduction
The object of study are ceramic structures with cavities,
designed for beehives [1]. They are obtained using the “casting”
method from water-dispersed colloidal system based on quartz
glass-ceramics and are composed of amorphous SiO2, mullite and
cristobalite. The ceramic structures consist of three layers - two
dense outer layers and an intermediate air layer which is formed
between them. Of practical importance for providing the necessary
heat and sound insulation are the thicknesses of the three layers.
The internal structure of the cavities in the ceramic products was
studied usingthe computer-tomographic nondestructive method and
is presented in [1].

(2)

where λ1 is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, L1 is the wall
thickness, A is the area of the wall perpendicular to the temperature
gradient,
and
are the temperatures on both sides of the layer.
The temperature difference for the first layer is
determined by the expression:

2. Experimental part and discussion

(3)

2.1. Determination of the thermal conductivity
Temperature differences for other layers are determined
analogously:

The methods for determining the thermal conductivity are
divided into two main groups: stationary and non-stationary.
The former require experimental conditions in which the
temperature gradient does not change with time, while the
latter allow determination of thermal conductivity when the
temperature of the material varies over time [2-5].

(4)

........

One of the formulations of the problem of determining the
thermal properties of materials using stationary methods is
based on the passage of heat through flat walls.

(5)
By summing equations (3) - (5) and taking into account
equation (1), we get the following for the value of the heat flux
through the multilayer wall:

The value of the heat flux
passing through n layers of
flat walls is the same if there are no heat losses [2,3]
(1)

[W]

(6)

The value of the heat flux passing through the first layer
can be determined using the dependence (2).
Fig.1. Temperature distribution in a flat wall with n layers crossed
by a constant heat flux (steady state condition)
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20 Hz to 20kH. The measuring device consisted of a 16-bit
computerized real-time measuring system (Sound Level Meter
System) VT RTA and a two-channel sound card Focus rite Scarlett
2i2 type ASIO. The measurement software was Multi-Instrument
Software 3.8 [8]. The signals and their frequency characteristics
were monitored with an oscilloscope. The analysis was performed
using third-octave frequency bands.
The sound pressure measurements in both chambers were
performed using a sinusoidal signal fed to the loudspeaker at
separate fixed frequencies.
The sound insulation coefficient is defined as the difference
between the measured sound pressures in the source and receiving
chambers:
Fig.2. Experimental setup for measurement of thermal conductivity
by guarded hot plate

[dB],

(7)

where
and
are the sound levels of the incident sound
wave and of the one which has passed through the sample
respectively.

In the present paper, the experimental study of the
coefficient of thermal conductivity is realized using the method of
the guarded hot plate.
For this purpose, a thermal chamber was constructed in
the shape of a box measuring 0.43 x 0.40 m, insulated with four
layers – a gypsum plasterboard (as an outer layer), a steel layer, an
air layer and a heat-insulating fibrous building material type Fibran.
The thicknesses of the layers are shown in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion
Determination of thermal conductivity
Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the results of the experimental
determination of the thermal conductivity using heaters with power
of 150 W (a) and 80 W (b).

is
A heater is installed in the chamber. The heat flux
equivalent to the electric power of the heater. The tested sample – a
ceramic plate for a beehive with dimensions 300 x 360 x 25 mm – is
placed in the chamber and is well insulated. A diagram of the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 2, where 1 is a thermal
chamber, 2 is a heater and 3 is a device for recording the change of
temperatures T1, T2, T3, T4 over time (4-channel digital
thermometer CENTER 304 type K).
Two thermocouples are located on the heated surface of
the plate, and two others – on its upper unheated surface.
Thermocouples 1 and 3 are located at one end of the two
opposite surfaces of the plate, and thermocouples 2 and 4 are placed
in the middle of the plate on the heated and unheated surfaces
correspondingly.

а)

Five experiments were conducted using heaters of
different power in which the temperature differences between the
two opposite sides of the studied ceramic plate for beehives were
measured until a constant temperature difference was established.

2.2. Acoustic studies
The determination of the sound insulation capacity of the
ceramic plate for beehives was performed by the method of
measuring sound transmission loss using two testing chambers
(rooms), between which the test sample is placed [6,7]
On the wall of the first camera,“source room”, is mounted
a speaker which creates a sound field, and in its center is installed a
microphone that measures the intensity of the created sound field.
In the other chamber,“receiving room”, is mounted a microphone
that receives the sound signal which has passed through the tested
sample. The volume of the chambers is 0.125 m3. They have thick
walls and are lined with sound-absorbing materials. The
transmission of sound outside the studied ceramic plate is reduced
to a minimum. The operating mode is stationary.

The thermocouples T1 and T2 are located on the heated
surface of the ceramic plate, and the thermocouples T3 and T4 are
located on its unheated surface.

A VK 0829/38 speaker with a frequency band from 80 Hz
to16 kHz and emitting sound waves excited by a generator type
MS-9160 was used. The microphones in the source camera and the
receiving camera were type ECM-999, with a frequency band from

The temperature differences between the heated and
unheated surfaces of the samples are
1,3 =Т1-Т3 and
2,4=Т2Т4 and are shown in Table 2. Different temperatures were observed

b)
Fig.3. Temperature variation vs time
a)Heater with power of 150 W; b) Heater with power of 80 W
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in the middle and at the periphery of the ceramic plate. The
coefficient of thermal conductivity is determined by the
dependence:
,

In Fig.4 are shown the averagevalues of the results of the
acoustic measurements compared with the measurements of Fibran
20 mm.
The airborne noise insulation index of the ceramic tile,
estimated according to EN 717-1 in the frequency range from 100
to 3150 Hz, is Rw = 23 dB. The sound insulation index for Fibran is
Rw = 15 dB.

(8)

where: ∆T is the temperature difference between the two surfaces of
the plate, A is the area of the plate perpendicular to the temperature
gradient, d is the thickness of the plate,
heater,

The results of the conducted experiments show that the
ceramic cavity plates with cavities, designed for beehives, have
good sound insulation and thermal insulation properties.

is the power of the

are the heat losses through the walls of the heat chamber

and
sample.

is the heat flux that has passed through the studied

Heat losses

are estimated using the dependence (6):

Reference values of the thermal conductivity coefficients
of the insulation layers, shown in Table 1, were used for the
calculations.
The surrounding surface of the chamber is 0.25 m2, and
the area of its bottom is 0.1 m2, the thickness of the sample is d =
0.025m
Table 1. Thicknesses of the layers
Insulation of
the thermal
chamber

Layer
thickness

1st layer

2nd layer

3th layer

4th layer

gypsum
plaster board

steel

air

Fibran

In this way, the presented results correspond to the best
thermal insulation materials in practice.

0.012

0.001

0.008

0.015
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Fig.4. Sound insulations of a ceramic plate and Fibran

4. Conclusion

1.

L, [m]
, W/m.K

0.21
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0.02

0.03

2.

The resultsof the conducted experiments and the obtained
values of the thermal conductivity are given in Table 2.

3.

Table 2. Results of the conducted experiments and obtained
values of the thermal conductivity
Power
of the
heater
[W]

Heat
losses,
,
[W]

[W]

150

37.0

150

1,3

2,4

4.

λ2,4
W/m
.K

W/m.K

[К]

[К]

λ1,3,
W/m.K

113.0

77.9

65.3

0.33

0.39

0.36

37.0

113.0

70.3

70.3

0.36

0.36

0.36

6.

100

33.4

66.6

63.3

60.5

0.32

0.34

0.33

7.

80

22.4

57.6

50

33

0.34

0.33

0.34

80

22.4

57.6

48

35

0.29

0.34

0.31

5.

8.
The obtained value of the coefficient of thermal conductivity
of the ceramic plates for beehives is λ = 0.34 ± 0.1 [W / m. K].
This value is comparable to the coefficient of thermal
conductivity of thermal insulation bricks made of diatomite. The
role of well-formed cavities in the plates is to reduce the thermal
conductivity of the hives.
2.3 Acoustic studies
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Deformation – photon effect. at deformation of the substance intensifies emission of the
photon gas – electromagnetic waves
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Abstract: This report presents the photonic effect in the deformation of matter by amplifying the emission of hydrogen gas by
electromagnetic waves. Presents real experimental facts which upheld the principle (law) that the substance of deformation (pressure and
tension) intenifitsirat appointing photon gas (electromagnetic waves. End the final justification of substances in treatment (stress, strain and
friction) substances form of electromagnetic matter and emphasis.
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they are natural (empirical) laws.”
“Light is a flow of elementary particles – photons that
continuously moving velocity c.”

1. Introduction
Based on a model of the atom – fig. 1 where the atom hasn’t
nucleus and surrounding orbiting electrons. And fig. 2 – different by
theory and experiment. As the passage of on electron from a higher
of transition, part of the
to a lower orbit for the time τ
kinetic (magnetic according to JC Maxwell) its energy is converted
into photon energy as a photon, which is under the Larmyur since
1895 with a capacity of N and energy
, follows
(1)
(2)
Where:

is the electric charge of the electron; a – acceleration

of the electron; h – Planck’s constant; v – frequency of the
electromagnetic wave of the photon; c – velocity of photon (light).
When on the electron in an atom falls photon – c, the electron
absorbs the photon energy
and increased kinetic (magnetic) its

Fig. 2. Different by theory and experiment.

These attempts facts described by Newton proofs that matter in
nature only make electromagnetic energy field and in physical form
[3].
This proof of Newton is confirmed by D. Kirchhoff in 1860
without citing Newton Kirchhoff based on experimental data sets
following law:
“All bodies emit and absorb energy (electromagnetic waves –
P.P.` Note.)”, as the ratio of the emitted and absorbed energy
depends on its frequency and temperature of the body, but does not
depend on the type of body.”
I.e. experimental evidence described by Newton and Kirchhoff
proved conclusively, because experience has probative force
majeure, and the experimental (empirical) laws of logic says that
matter (mass) of all natural resources (objects, events and
processes) is only electromagnetic nature – is electromagnetic
matter (mass m), which is constantly changing both in terms of
quantity i.e.
, and the structural conditions of the

energy, the electron moves to a higher orbit 3.
Electron
C
3

2

1

B

A

Fig. 1. Model of the atom.

As deflection and absorption, radius of the orbits change most
their valence electrons, they emit or absorb photons.
As deflection (tension or pressure) of some of the atoms and
molecules are reduced radius of elliptical orbits, so they emit
photons.
Based on written by Isaac Newton in “Optics …” from 1704,
which is exposed in questions 1 to 31, with synthesized form, were
described as experimental facts:
“All bodies emit and absorb light.”
“The changing of Bodies into Light, and Light into Bodies …”
“… is very conformable to the Course of Nature …”
“Light is a flow of small bodies, which move at velocity.”
In modern terminology, these Newtonian laws for the system K
state:
“All substantial forms of matter, electromagnetic emission and
absorption field forms (electromagnetic waves – photons) of
electromagnetic field.”
“The substantial forms of electromagnetic matter convert into a
field form, and the field form of electromagnetic matter into a
substantial form.”
“These conversions are ascertained through experiments, i.e.

substance in a form field and vice versa.
In this case, it follows that matter is homogeneous structure of
unknown nature (properties) source (primary) resource. Resource is
unknown experimentally established fact because it cannot
determine experimentally because it can occur as a separate reality,
without being in the form of spatial structure that is not in the form
of a natural feature of matter. A matter with smaller amounts of the
output is called elementary particle elementary particles,
respectively. In this sense, elementary particles, as proposed by C.
Heisenberg accepted in physics are:
- Homogeneous in nature;
- In the form of substances and field forms;
- Can become afield of substantial forms and vice versa.
Since matter and energy are inseparable from one another, it
follows that the energies are only electromagnetic nature, i.e. only
electromagnetic matter and electromagnetic energy in different
structural states.
This fact can be shown under the approach of Newton, as
follows:
The matter (mass) m of electromagnetic waves moves with
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velocity of light c, a pulse

(photon gas) friction on the back of the drill, which rotates in a
socket pierced steel R6M5, which is an oscillogram in figure 5.

, mass m and velocity c, i.e.
(3)

When electromagnetic matter (mass) m of electromagnetic
waves moves with velocity
a the derivative of the pulse
corresponds electromagnetic force
(4)
(5)
Fig. 4. Different by theory and experiment. oscillogram of
intensified waveforms emitted electromagnetic wave (photon gas) in
a sample of steel R6M5 with hardened drill.

The energy Dw, which gives electromagnetic force F of the
object on which acts along the distance
, i.e. for time dt
is

Apart from these experiments that are repeatable experience is
legal strength of the still tube to rupture and tear in time and
measured intensification of gas emitted photon (electromagnetic
waves), figure 5.

(6)
(7)
Because electromagnetic substance can be transformed into an
arena and vice versa, follows the law
(8)
Is true both for field and the substantial form of the
electromagnetic field. This is due to the definition in 1704 of
Newton, that matter is electromagnetic [3].
Thew law for W is a direct consequence of Newton`s mechanics
in “The Principles …” of 1687 and the experimental evidence
described by him in “Optics …” of 1704, so this law should be
treated here as a classic.
2.

Exposure
Fig. 5. Oscillogram, which rotates in a socket pierced steel R6M5.

2.1. EXPERIMENTAL FACTS WHICH UPHELD THE
PRINCIPLE (LAW) THAT THE SUBSTANCE OF
DEFORMATION (PRESSURE AND TENSION)
INTENIFITSIRAT APPIONTING PHOTON GAS
(ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES)
These experimental facts are realized in Technical Parks and
Zones, Business Incubators and clusters in Bulgaria at the Base of
Industrial Competitiveness [4]. But analysis of trends and
opportunities for technological development on photon effect in
SMEs based in intelligent, innovative and sustainable industry [5, 6,
7].

Of the many attempts can establish the following conclusions:
- At a constant speed of receipt of the drill, but increases its
speed, increased amplitude and frequency of electromagnetic
waves;
- At constant speed drill, with increasing feed rate of the drill,
increased the amplitude and frequency of electromagnetic waves.
The conclusion from these facts is that the increase in the
intensity of the emitted waves (photon gas) is proportional to the
power, which drives the grill.
Conclusion about 1
Because the mechanism of the effect of emission and absorption
of photons (photon gas – electromagnetic waves) are generally the
same for all the atoms and molecules that form different substances,
including the living matter (living substances of flora and fauna), it
follows that in during the deformation process (pressure and
tension) of all substances occurs intensification of emission of
photons – electromagnetic waves.
Justification of substances in treatment (stress, strain and
friction) substances form of electromagnetic matter
Starting point for justifying (proving) the effect of heating the
substance of the photon gas (electromagnetic waves - light) is
written by Issac Newton in his “Optics …” from 1704 and 1716,
which according to states:
“In two inverted high cylindrical container of glass are placed
(suspended), two small thermometer without touching the walls of
the vessels and the air was removed from one of them. These
vessels, made thus moved from a cold to a warm place. The
thermometer in the vacuum vessel has increased his testimony also
as fast as the thermometer, which is not in a vacuum. When

In machining and friction of metals
In figure 4 is an oscillogram of intensified waveforms emitted
electromagnetic wave (photon gas) in a sample of steel R6M5 with
hardened drill [1]. Its temperature varies from 29,7 to 116,4 ̊ C. the
pattern of attempt is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Experiment.

In figure 4 because deformed surface atoms and molecules is
given as oscillogram of the intensified electromagnetic fields
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containers are returned to cold, the thermometer in the vacuum
vessel reduce testimony also as fast as the other thermometer. Is
heat from warm room conveyed through the vacuum of the
vibrations of very fine from the air (medium) that after the
withdrawal of air remains in the vacuum? Are the vibrations of this
medium in the hot bodies that determine the intensity and retention
of heat from them? Are not hot bodies that transmit heat to cold
bodies through the vibration of the medium in the direction of them
to neighbouring cold bodies? And is not this medium extremely
tenuous and subtle than air and extremely flexible and agile? Is not
easier penetration (spreading) in all the bodies? And it does it
spread all over the sky?”
From this trail by Newton in 1818, the conclusion that the gas
molecules are not carriers of the dynamic form of heat, and the heat
carriers is the photon gas, which are molecules that pursuant M.
Planck emit photons, which a density of electromagnetic (photon)
energy

Second. Heat energy Q, obtained from the radiator is in the
form of a photon gas and the law of Fourier in 1822, is
transferred to the outer surface of the radiator temperature
,
due to temperature, according to the law of Stefan –
Boltzmann is excreted in with room temperature
without any transfer of a water molecule, but only the photons of
the photon gas.
This room radiated heat energy from the
unit area of the
radiator temperature

(13)
Where:

a number of photons, and

– frequency of the photon, as

molecules that are accelerated to higher speeds while absorbed
photon energy and convert is into magnetic (kinetic) energy of
molecules. Under these conditions, the objects, including molecules
continuously emit photons absorbed photons under the laws of
which
Newton (1704) and Kirchhoff (1860), the temperature

– are number of photons with

different frequency j.
From the presented above experimental facts, as described by
Newton`s most categorically rejects the assumption that the
molecules are carriers of the dynamic form of heat and affirm
(with experimental facts) law that heat is carried by the photon
gas, which creates pressure which gives rise to power

corresponds to the photon gas is equal to the temperature objects
(ambient temperature in the room). From descriptions of
experimental facts, it is obvious that the heat Q is not supported by
the molecules of the substance but the molecules emit only
photons, i.e. broadcast portions of heat energy in the form of
photons or photons are the essence thermal energy.
With radiation, then law of Stefan – Boltzmann can be
explained relict radiation, which is energy density of 0,25 EV
,

(10)
(11)
(12)

rather than big bang theory.
In conclusion we may set
Part of the atoms and molecules of substances under pressure,
tension and friction emit photons, some of which it heated and part
radiates off as a photon gas – electromagnetic energy, which is heat.

This force of the photon gas powered gas molecules with mass
at T up to velocity v.
It should be noted that all the atoms (molecules) continuously,
but periodically emit and absorb photons of energy
,

2.3. OTHER FACTS WHICH PROVE THAT SUBSTANCES
EMITS PHOTONS

time τ, and when emit gas given recoil forces, and in photon
absorption occurs compressive force. These forces provide the
movement of molecules. They are proportional to the temperature
(density of the photon gas) between molecules. This fact is
explained in modern thermodynamics [2, 8].
Or significant weakness – incorrect of thermody-namics this is
that it ignores the experimental fact that is known to mankind for
centuries that electro-magnetic waves – photons (light from the
sun) are an expression of heat (thermal energy), i.e. that photons
are thermal energy, which is something material, according to the
modern idea that photons are a form of electromagnetic field
matter (electromagnetic elementary particles), and which can be
converted into tangible form of electromagnetic matter.
2.2.

is constant.

And the room appears photon gas with density of photon energy
, which is in direct contact with the objects in the room and

(9)
Where: h is Planck`s constant,

, the law of Stefan – Boltzmann`s is

A. Since ancient times it is known that friction between
two wooden objects (substances) results in heat and
getting them to fire, i.e. heat and fire are the product
of the photons that come from the fire, because the
tree is made up of atoms and molecules from the
surface layer to deform.
B. In the collision between bodies may be obtained
dense photon gas (spark or flame). Such facts are:
-

EMPHASIS

-

Compelling evidence that the nature and the winner of heat
energy
are electromagnetic waves, described as a photon

-

gas has experienced the following fact:
It is known that heat energy Q for space heating (room) is hot
water (liquid or vapor forms) that passes through the radiator
heating. But heat energy, which heats the premises isn`t in the form
of water – water molecules, but in the form of electromagnetic
waves (photon gas), which due to uptake by atoms and molecules
accelerate air molecules – heated room air.
First. Transfer of radiant electromagnetic energy emitted by
water molecules to the walls, radiator and they become
temperature , but not absorb water molecules, i.e. molecules

-

Collision between iron and flint to ignite the tinder
and it ignites fire.
Rubbing the meteors in the air, following which they
burn (shooting stars) due to consequent dense photon
gas.
Collisions between meteors and meteorites and the
Earth melted part of the earth, due to the dense photon
flux generated by the deflection on impact.
Crushing and expansion of the substance (living
tissue) of the heart generate photons, respectively,
electric potential, which is measured by ECG. Etc.

3. Conclusions
-

leave the water.
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During the process of pressure or tension (deformation or
rupture) of mineral substances and living matter and
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-

intensify the radiation of photons – electromagnetic waves.
This is the deformation-photon effect.
In the entire universe there photonic gas – electromagnetic
waves – has no place in the universe without photon gas.
[5]
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1

Abstract: Were selected queuing systems with different load, queue length and type of mutual assistance for the calculation of technical and
economic indicators of technical service enterprises. The models of functioning A, B, C are given, which mainly reflect the properties of the
internal environment of technical service enterprises. For the form of labor organization (model B), partial mutual assistance between the
performers is provided, a mathematical model with a limited queue length is adopted. Optimization of the capacity of technical service
enterprises is expressed in determining the number of service posts. The dependence of the level of competitiveness of technical service
enterprises of the average and maximum possible queue length, the expected cars is obtained. When observing the structure of technical
service in Dnipro, changes in the number of technical service enterprises were obtained by type of work performed, depending on the years
of work. It has been substantiated that the criterion for choosing the type of specialization, location and capacity of service enterprises is the
payback period of capital investments. It was optimized selection of a service company for forecasted demand, accommodation and
specialization in a competitive environment.
Keywords: SERVICE ENTERPRISE, PLACEMENT, ENTERPRISE POWER, SPECIALIZATION, MUTUAL ASSISTANCE.
Mathematical models of open QS with limited queue length
for three forms of labor organization are selected:
A - without mutual assistance of performers;
B - with partial mutual assistance of performers;
C - with the full mutual assistance of performers.
These models of operation A, B, C, mainly reflect the
properties of the internal environment of TSЕ, which can be
adopted in one or another form workers’ work organization at the
maintenance and repair posts of cars, gas stations and parking lots.
Meanwhile, there is a correlation between the forms of labor
organization and the level of competition.
Let’s consider at the first stage of the model of operation of
the technical service enterprise in the absence of mutual assistance
between the performers. After solving the differential equations of
the state of the system, the following characteristics were obtained:
Probability that all posts are free:

1. Introduction
Technical service is an intensively developing industry. The
success of the industry is limited, and there are too many
shortcomings today. Success is due to the efforts of employees, and
shortcomings - objective or subjective factors. These factors are
reflected both in society as a whole and in technical service as a
component of the social and economic system of society - the real
state and the ratio of each of the factors. In general, there is a
situation when the set of factors and the state of each of them are
limited rather than conducive to the development of technical
service [1].
A peculiarity of technical service enterprises operation (TSЕ)
for maintenance and repair of cars at present in Ukraine is the
presence of enterprises of different sizes and forms of ownership,
which use a significant range of rolling stock. An important issue
under these conditions is to determine the optimal way to organize
service production depending on the number of units of rolling
stock and operating conditions [2, 3].
Formed in the early 90's spontaneous road transport market is
becoming more civilized every year, established permanent links
between its participants. In connection with the growth of
purchasing power of the population there is a steady increase in
demand for new and used cars, which, in turn, leads to an increase
in the market of services for car maintenance and repair [4].
About 10% of TSE specialize in servicing only foreign-made
cars, they also include official dealers of vehicle manufacturers [5].
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2. Problem statement
The constant growth of the car fleet has led to an increase in
production capacity, i.e. has led to an increase in the number of
technical service enterprises. At the same time, customer
requirements are increasing. That is, customers of technical service
enterprises give preference to those market participants who offer
the necessary services and ensure high quality of their performance,
in accordance with international standards [6, 7].
In this regard, there are new trends in the placement of TSE
within cities. Previously, repairs of trucks and municipal buses were
performed on their own production base and the established service
enterprises were located in fairly small farms with one workplace
[5].
Currently, construction is expanding, using the concentration
and specialization of production, concentrating industrial facilities,
trade in the central and adjacent areas of cities. This relocation of
potential customers has led to a change in the location of new
technical service enterprises [8].
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According to initial conditions, if there are a valid number of
applications т in the queue, the car leaves the enterprise, so:
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Assuming in these statements т = ∞ the allowable number of

3. Research results

applications in the queue is unlimited, we obtain formulas that
allow you to calculate the performance of the TSE, operating in the
absence of competition. Conversely, т = 0, the characteristics of
service companies operating in conditions of fierce competition,
when the car in the absence of vacancies immediately leaves the
enterprise.

To calculate the technical and economic indicators of service
enterprises, it is necessary to have their characteristics as queuing
systems (QS). These studies considered the possibility of the
existence of 4 types of competition: acute, moderate, weak and
zero.
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For the form of labor organization (model B) provides for
partial mutual assistance of performers, a mathematical model with
a limited queue length is also adopted, in which workers can be
grouped by 1 person in one perm (Fig. 1).
Thus, with weak competition, when the level of capacity
utilization is high, it is more legitimate to use model A, which
corresponds to the form of labor organization without mutual
assistance to the performers.
With average competition, when the load level is quite low,
there is the possibility of occasional mutual assistance between
performers. This pattern of interaction of performers in stochastic
flows of requests and decisions is more legitimately approximated
by model (B) by mathematical expressions of QS with partial
mutual assistance between performers (Fig. 1).

small-scale production (small service stations, gas stations, parking
lots, car washes, etc.), as well as high cost of car maintenance,
foreign cars, trucks, etc.
Optimization of the road technical service enterprises has
been reduced to determining the number of perms.
The number of current repair perms is determined by the
classic deterministic formula:

пCR 

Т CR
,
Т SH СSH РPWT

Т SR - daily labor intensity of works, which reflects the
estimated level of mechanization of works;
 - coefficient of non-uniformity of capacity loading
according to standards;
Т SH - duration of work shift;

Putting of input data and their preparation for modeling

СCH - number of work shifts per day;
РP - number of workers in the perm;

Simulation of cars on the line with increasing mileage

WT - working time utilization rate.
Testing the event of failure or malfunction of the car and
determining the time of elimination

The value

Modeling the choice of service enterprise by geographical
location

Placement
radius
up to 10 km

Placement
radius
up to 30 km



Number of
perms
from 6 to 10


   tSER


From the fact that the parameter is included in the formulas of
the theory of queuing, as one of the main initial parameters, there is
an opportunity to move to capacity optimization at the design stage
of the service enterprise. However, when designing a service
enterprise, the values are determined much more difficult due to the
presence of a large number of enterprises in one car service
network.
Technical service enterprise income per day:
ITSE  SER  СEV  вх 1  РDEN СEV ,

Optimization of production capacity of the service
enterprise

Number of
perms
from 1 to 5

indirectly estimates the impact of the

productivity of technological equipment due to the known
adjustment factor depending on the scale of production.
You can determine the required number perm at a normalized
value of the load factor, which takes into account the stable nature
of production processes, but does not reflect the cost components of
production efficiency.
The number of current repair perms without a load
unevenness factor, which is equal to the inverse of the power load
factor, is a common parameter:

Formation of demand in services for maintenance and
repair of cars

Placement
radius
up to 10 km

Т SR

Number of
perms
from 11 to 15



SER
СEV

Formation of the level of competition between different
service enterprises

Weak
competition

Moderate
competition

Universa
l post

Specialize
d post

- number of services;
- the average cost of one car maintenance;

IF - input flow of applications.

Rugged
competition

At the same time, it should be considered that a highly skilled
worker helps to increase the input flow of applications IF . The
same effect has technological equipment, which may not always
increase productivity, but increases the prestige of the enterprise,
and, consequently, competitiveness.
In both cases, the average length of the queue of cars waiting
for service increases, so that a smaller number of cars from the
number received by the service enterprise, goes to the competitor.
In addition, the flow of incoming applications increases IF . To

Specialization modeling by choosing a post by
specialization

Widely
versatile post



Special
post

make optimal decisions in both cases, it is necessary to identify the
relationship between these parameters and the intensity of the
incoming flow of applications IF . This problem can be solved by

Formation of labour work organization of the service
enterprise
Optimization of the choice of the service enterprise on
the projected demand, placement, specialization in the
competitive environment

conducting an experiment at existing enterprises.
To determine the optimal parameters of service enterprises, a
universal and effective method of finding the extremum is adopted the method of dynamic programming.
The essence of the method of dynamic programming is that
the optimal solution has the property that whatever the initial state
and the solution at the initial moment, the subsequent solutions
must be the optimal solution for the state resulting from the first
solution.

Output of simulation results

Fig. 1. Algorithm at the technical service enterprise on the
forecasted demand, placement, specialization in the competitive
environment
The third model of service enterprises (model C), in which
full mutual assistance between performers is possible, is typical for
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small rooms, did not require significant capital investment. This fact
explains the fact that most of the enterprises of this profile of the
entire car service network are located in the central part of the city.
Approximately the same picture occurs for companies specializing
in the repair of the chassis.
Complete information is based on the same data on the
characteristics of service enterprises in one or more randomly
selected neighborhoods of the city - the expected locations of the
projected enterprises.
The approximate values of the service enterprise load factors
of the local or general network of technical service for each
specialization are calculated. From all types of specialization, the
three with the largest average values of the load factor of the
designed enterprises are selected.
If the calculations are carried out throughout the car service
network of the city, then for each of the 3 best specializations are
calculated forecast values of load factors for 3 companies in 3
districts of the city.
The final choice of the type of specialization, location and
optimal capacity of the projected enterprise is made in the
calculation and comparative analysis of the projected technical and
economic indicators of the three enterprises.
Examining the experience of formation and development of
production structures of road transport, we can conclude that the
combination of the latter is not the only acceptable. A significant
proportion of freight road transport service enterprises specialize in
some activities, outsourcing others to third economic agent market
participants.
In the process of modeling the dependences of the average
length of the queue М Q of cars, the probability of servicing РSER

It is advisable to take into account that each time the value of
the load factor
associated with other parameters changes:



0 
Naturally,

when

IF  tтр
IF  TCR

n
ТWT  Р р   IQ  п
changing

one

of

the

parameters

ТWT , РP ,  IQ , п it is necessary to calculate the new (predicted)  ,
and then the probability of departure of the car РDEN according to
the formulas of queuing in the appropriate forms of labor
organization.
The greatest tension arises in the "young" suburbs of the city,
where there is a significant need for road transport that connects the
peripheral areas with the center, and the increase in maintenance
capacity traditionally lags behind these needs. In this regard, there is
a task to identify and overcome imbalances in the development of
urban transport.
During the observations on the structure of service enterprises
in Dnipro city, changes in the number of service enterprises by
types of work performed depending on the years of work were
obtained (Fig. 2; Fig. 3). This technique allows you to choose the
type of specialization, location and determine the optimal capacity
of the service company at the design stage of the service company.

Share of service enterprises, %

25
20
15

cars depending on the number of working perms at different
capacity utilization of service enterprises, different queue
restrictions and types of mutual assistance between performers (Fig.
4; Fig. 5).
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Fig. 2. Change in the structure of service enterprises in Dnipro city
by years of operation
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Fig. 4. Change in the probability of car maintenance depending on
the number of perms at different load factors of the service
enterprise in the absence of queues (т=0) and the lack of mutual
assistance between the performers
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Fig. 3. Distribution of service enterprises with complex repairs in
Dnipro city by years of operation
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At the decision of the specified task conducting on the basis
of the full and incomplete information on the operating enterprises
of a network of technical service is provided.
Incomplete information is a large amount of input data on the
characteristics of the service company throughout the technical
service network of the city.
The influence of economic factors in the form of initial capital
investments on the growth of the number of service enterprises is
especially significant on the example of enterprises for grinding
shafts. Due to the fact that for this type of work there is no need to
build a production building and the main costs associated with the
purchase of process equipment, relocation of equipment located in
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Fig. 5. Change in the average length of the queue of cars depending
on the number of posts n at different load factors of the service
enterprise ψ and the lack of mutual assistance between the
performers
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Based on the simulation results, the following conclusions are
drawn:
The criteria for the level of competition in the car service
network are the average М Q and maximum possible т length of
traffic waiting for service.
The average number of posts in the car service network of
small towns ranges from 1 to 2, and the number of performers is 2-3
people.
According to the results of modeling the indicators of the
service enterprise in the range of real values of the load factor  =
0.4 - 0.8, the probability of service depending on the maximum
possible length of the queue ranges from 0.2 to 0.98 at  = 0.4 and
0.73 - 0.94 at  = 0.8 for п = 3.
As the number of posts increases, the possible service in the
range  = 0.4 - 0.8 increases: so when
= 1 and  = 0.6 in the

п

absence of a queue, it is equal to 0.76, and when

п=3 Р

SER

= 0.81.

However, the specific flow density decreases.
With an average load  = 0.6, the probability of service
depending on the maximum length of the queue varies between 0.81
- 0.97, i.e. about 16% of customers can leave the queue.

4. Conclusion
1. The network of enterprises of technical service of cities is a
few dozen subnets of equal number of specializations for a certain
technological cycle.
2. The technique of experimental establishment of indicators
of capacity of set of operating posts of technical service on factor of
loading and average length of cars allowing to cover all network of
technical service is developed.
3. Mathematical models, adopted as basic, reflect the main
factors of the external and internal environment of enterprises and
allow to determine the performance of the service enterprise as a
queuing system at the design stage.
4. Forms of labor organization and the level of competition of
the service enterprise depends on the values of load factors: at high
values there is weak competition and lack of mutual assistance, at
low load there is fierce competition and full mutual assistance of
performers.
5. The criterion of optimality in the creation of new service
enterprises is the profit and payback period of capital expenditures.
6. The proposed set of analytical models will reflect the main
factors of the internal and external environment of service
enterprises, as well as the mathematical model with limited duration
and partial interconnection of performers is universal, i.e. at L = 1
the model approximates the lack of mutual assistance, and at L = n full mutual assistance.
7. The proposed algorithm for adapting the generally accepted
regulatory framework for the formation of the capacity of service
enterprises, which allows calculations to take into account the
impact of major operational factors on the daily program.
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Abstract: The aim of this work is to investigate the potential of wind energy for the future power supply in Albania. The level of
information available about wind zones in Albania requires highly reliable data supplied by our institutions. However, no significant
investments have been recorded in the sector in the recent years. A number of studies published a wind map with wind speeds over 5 m/s and
its annual number of hours. Based on this data and a boundary layer model with the roughness of the landscape as an input, maps of wind
speeds at 50 m and 100 m (typical elevation heights of modern wind hubs) are developed. In order to estimate the potential yield of the most
promising Albanian locations, the density of the annual energy output assuming different wind turbine characteristics and wind speed
distribution have been carried out. In this paper a basic cost analysis based on simple payback method is performed. Cost of electricity
generation from wind power and payback period have been determined.
Keywords: RENEWABLESWIND ENERGY, WIND SPEED, ENERGY POTENTIAL, ALBANIA

Fig.1 the map gives not only the locations with wind speeds above 5
m/s but also the annual number of hours.

1. Introduction
In Albania the renewable energy sources target up to 2020 was
38%, although this objective was mostly accomplished by 35%.
According to the National Energy Strategy 2018-2030 this target is
42.2% [1]. Electricity generation in Albania is dominated by
hydropower with a total installed capacity of 2,275 MW by
December 2019. Comparing to 2018 an increase of 71 MW
installed capacity was recorded. Total generation capacity of public
company KESH sh.a is 1448 MW, or 63.47 % of the total
generation capacity of the country. Private companies operating in
this sector share 827 MW, or 36.23% of the total generation
capacity. Total electricity generation for the year 2019 was 5,200
GWh, which is 57.3% of the total electricity generation [2]. The rest
of the electricity generation was realized by private hydropower
companies. However, the average electricity demand in the country
is around 8,000 GWh. For Albania, due to its high dependence on
hydropower and therefore rainfalls the gap between electricity
demand and generation is covered by import supply. According to
KESH sh.a records show 2010 as the most productive year for
electricity generations. Power generation from photovoltaics for the
year 2019 is 22,196 MWh. Due to its geographical position in the
Mediterranean solar irradiation values varies from 1450-1500
kWh/m2.year. Most parts of Albania have 300 days of sunshine a
year or the average amount of sunshine for Albania is 2400 hours of
sunshine per year, whereas the Western Lowlands, including the
Karavasta Lagoon and Myzeqe area, where the photovoltaic plant
will be built, have 2700 hours of sunshine a year. In the recent
months in the photovoltaic sector in Albania significant investment
contracts are signed, such as Karavasta Photovoltaic Park with a
capacity of 140 MW [3]. Wind energy resources constitute a
potential opportunity for power production in Albania. According to
AKBN (National Agency of Natural Resources) the major problem
of establishing wind power plant in Albania, is the lack of
consecutive measurements of the velocity and wind duration. The
main directions of wind in our country are northwest-southeast and
southwest-northeast, with dominant direction towards land.
Albania’s coastline is 345 km north-south direction, where a part is
the coastal lowlands and the other coast very close to the south
seaside mountain. Inside the territory, the direction and intensity of
wind from area to area varies in time [4].

Kukes

Lezhe

Kryevidh

Sheqeras

Gllave

1000-3000 hours
3000-4500 hours
4500-5250 hours
Xarre

Fig.1. Albania’s map on annual hours with wind speed >5 m/s [6]
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the annual number of hours for
different wind speeds. In a clear way one can observe the difference
of hours between the locations considered: E.g., Gllave has many
hours with wind speeds above 5 m/s but also the other locations
have approximately the same amount of hours. The measurements
of wind speed were done by the meteorological stations at 10 m
elevation, i.e. at an elevation of 10 m the anemometer of the station
was positioned.
The quantification of the local wind energy resources can be done
by their annual average wind power density:
0,5 
3
pw,a 
 v dt
8760 Year

2. Wind speed characteristics in Albania
The level of information available about harness wind speeds zones
in Albania is poor. The only measurements for wind speeds are
done by meteorological stations [5] and it should be pointed that
these measurements are not so trusty because these meteorological
station are not only to measure the wind speed but and other
atmospheric factors. Also, in Albania there are some zones that are
known from the inhabitants as zones with high-speed levels but
there are no done wind speed measurements available. In this study
6 zones have been investigated for annual wind speed hours. In

(1)
with
Annual average wind power density [W/m2]
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t
Time [hours]
v
Horizontal component of wind speed [m/s]
Air density (ρ = 1.225 [kg/m3] at normal
ρ
atmospheric conditions).

The roughness class influences the wind speed profile (i.e. in terms
of basic fluid dynamics: the boundary layer profile) as shown in Fig
3. It clearly shows that that zones with low roughness classes (i.e.
small roughness lengths) have the highest values of wind speeds
and vice versa. The horizontal wind speed is zero at the earth’s
surface and increases with altitude in the atmospheric boundary
layer. The turbulent fluctuations caused by the characteristics of the
terrain influence the profile quite dramatically. The variation of
wind speed with elevation is referred to as the vertical profile of the
wind speed. The variation of wind speed with elevation above
ground level has important influences on the both assessment of
wind energy resources and design of wind turbines.

The international wind power classes according to [2] based on the
mean wind speed v or the annual average wind power density
have been investigated. Tab.1 shows the international wind power
classes according to [7] based on the mean wind speed v or the
annual average wind power density

3-4 m/s
x100
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Fig.2 Distribution of the annual hours with various wind speeds in
the six zones
Table1. Wind Power classes [6]

Fig.3 The influence of the roughness class on wind speed profile

3. Annual Distribution of the wind speed
Analyzing the Fig.1 at 10 m elevation can be defined 6 zones with
annual average wind speeds. Zone A with wind speed v=2.6 m/s,
Zone B with wind speed v=3.5 m/s, Zone C with v=4.5 m/s,
whereas zone D with v=4.58 m/s and Zone E with v=5.56 m/s. For
all calculations a roughness class 3 was selected. The most probable
locations for wind turbines in Albania are characterized by villages,
small towns, agricultural land with many or tall sheltering. Thus the

z0 =0.4

corresponding roughness length is

m. Based on this

assumption the annual average wind speeds at different elevations
can be calculated. Of special interest is the wind speed above 50 m
elevation because this is the elevation of the hub of large modern
wind turbines.

v  vref

Map Zones

120

A
B

90

C

60

D

30

ln  z / z0 

ln  zref / z0 

150

Height [m]

The roughness of the surface of the landscape determines the
boundary of the wind speed profile and thus the change of wind
speed with elevation. According to [8] E.g., the open sea has the
roughness class 0 and the corresponding roughness length is almost
0, too. That means that the terrain does not influence the wind speed
and the energy index corresponding to this roughness class is 100
%. Based on a reference elevation zref one can estimate [9] the wind
speed profile and thus any wind speed at different elevations
employing:

E

0

(2.2)
1

(2)
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with
v

Wind speed at elevation z [m/s]

vzref

Reference wind speed at elevation

z0

Roughness length [m]

Fig. 4 Vertical profile of wind speed for different zones in Albania

zref

To find the annual wind distribution we refer to the maps of the
annual average speeds at 10 m, 50 m, and 100 m elevation. At least
for some Middle European countries the annual wind distribution
can be model quite accurately by a Raleigh distribution function [9]

z
Reference elevation, i.e. the elevation where
we know the exact wind speed v ref
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4. Annual Energy Output
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A significant measure of the cost-effectiveness of a wind turbine is
its production of energy. Calculation of annual energy output
requires knowledge of the wind speed frequency distribution and
the system power output of each turbine as a function of wind
speed. Furthermore every prediction of annual energy output is site
specific, depending the local wind flow patterns and turbulence the
number and the type of neighboring turbines and the air density
[10]. After the calculations of the Raleigh distribution, can evaluate
the frequency distribution of the speed over the year. Also, we can
display the gross annual energy output in the wind speed [10]



Annual average wind speed [m/s] (the values of

v

vi

the average wind distribution map)

are taken in
Wind

speed [m/s]
Because of lack of information, the Raleigh function is also used to
estimate the annual wind speed distribution in Albania.
In Figs.5-7, the Raleigh distribution at different elevations and the
earlier defined zones are shown. In Fig 5 is shown the percentage of
the Raleigh distribution in different zones (zone C10 and D10 have
almost the same values for v and h).
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The general equation for calculating gross annual energy output is
eq.6 (output exclusive of energy consumed for station-keeping,
down-times losses, array effect etc). [11]

Map zones
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Fig. 5 Raleigh distribution for 10 m elevation

[hours/year]

To estimate annual energy output (AEO) we will do our calculation
based on ENERCON wind turbine [12].

Map zones
h [%]
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Type of wind turbine

0.25
0.2
0.15

E-66 /1.8 MW

Rotor diameter

70 m

Hub height

85 m

Rated wind speed

12,5 m/s

0.1

From the investigations through turbine technology variants we can
conclude which variant is better, although these turbines have not
the same rated power. The factor that AEO depends is rotor swept
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Fig. 6 Raleigh distribution for 50 m of elevation
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 ,  , c p ) are taken constant.

The calculations have been carried out based only in one E-66
installed, and is supposed as this type of wind turbine is installed in
all the five zones (A, B, C, D, E).

ENERCON E66(85m elevation)
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Fig.7 Raleigh distribution for 100 m elevation

Fig. 8 Annual Energy Output of wind turbine ENERCON (E-66 70
m rotor diameter)
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TIC
Total initial cost of the wind turbine system [€]
FCR
Levelized fixed charge rate [1/year]
AOM
Annual cost of operation and maintenance
[€/year]
AF
Availability factor accounting for system
downtime [kWh/year]
AEO
Annual energy output [kWh/year]

Table 2. Summary of annual energy out put in different hub heights
for different zones with E-66.

ENERCON E-66

A65
B65
C65
D65
E65

1.093,74
2.707,66
5.091,57
5.275,55
7.466,16
21.634,678

A85
B85
C85
D85
E85

1.280,5998
3.311,3509
5.654,1921
5.862,9
8.040,0214
24.149,064

A98
B98
C98
D98
E98

1.382,397
3.589,5358
5.951,514
6.156,1843
8.314,7602
25.394,391

Zones at 85m
elevation

Tot[.MWh/year]

Zones at 98m
elevation

Tot[.MWh/year]

Tot[.MWh/year]

Based on eq. (7), it can be estimated the cost of electricity COE
[€/kWh] and the simple payback period SP [year] For estimating
annual energy output AEO [kWh/year] in all harness zones of
Albania (zone A is not a harness zone) the ENERCON E-66 wind
turbine with different hub heights (three types, based in the hub
height) are considered. It has to be pointed out that all calculations
are done on the base of only one single 1,8 MW - turbine in each
zone. The results are presented in Fig.9.

COE (€cent/kWh)

Zones at 65m
elevation

AEO [MWh/y]

.

The determination of total initial cost (TIC) generally involves
the cost of wind turbines and installation cost. In the installation
costs are involved, cost of roads, construction, transportation etc. In
general, economics studies, wind turbine installed costs are often
normalized to cost per unit rotor area or cost for rated power
installed. The price of wind turbines is very difficult to determine
because it depends on many factors such as:



SP 

D

E

Zone at 65m elev

12.80

6.81

6.57

4.64

Zone at 85m elev

11.08

6.49

6.26

4.56

Zone at 98m elev.

10.68

6.44

6.23

4.61

TIC
( AEOxPrice)

( 8)

It should be pointed out that the calculation of simple payback
period omits many factors that may have a significant effect on the
system’s economic cost effectiveness.

Number of turbines utilized.
Operation and maintenance costs are an important requirement for
all energy production facilities accounting for a significant portion
of the unit costs.

Employing eq. (8) one gets the results shown in Tab.3, where the
price of electricity included in the equation is the price that private
customers. As we can see the SP varies from 6,4 to 17,97 years.

Operation and maintenance cost are expressed in a number of
different ways and it can be confusing to understand the data.
However, there are two main ways of presenting the data:
 As a percentage of purchase price (€/kW installed); for
operation and maintenance (AOM) 2-3% of capital costs are
required annually;
The cost of energy (COE), delivered to the customers, contains the
following three general elements:

Table 3. Simple payback period, SP (years) for different zones and
hub heights for one E-66, 1,8 MW
TIC [€]

Zones at 65m elevation


Capital cost

Operating and Maintenance cost

Annual Energy Output
According to [13] the following formula can be used for estimating
the cost of energy:
(7)

where
COE

C

The payback period (in years) is equal to the total capital cost of the
wind system divided by the average annual return from the
produced power [14]. In its simplest form (simple payback period),
it is expressed in equation form as

Wind speed and conditions
Site where the wind turbine is going to erection
Location
Foundation

TICxFCR  AOM
COE 
AFxAEO

B

Fig.9 Cost of electricity generation from E-66 wind turbine
selection

5. Cost Analysis






18.00
16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

Unit cost of electricity [€/kWh]
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Price
[€/kWh]

AEO
[kWh/year]

AAR
[€/year]

SP
[years]

A65

1.800.000

B65

1.800.000 0,0370

2.707.658,89 100.183,38 17,97

C65

1.800.000 0,0370

5.091.568,23 188.388,02 9,55

D65

1.800.000 0,0370

5.275.549,97 195.195,35 9,22

E65

(6.1)
1.800.000 0,0370
7.466.162,25 276.248,00 6,52
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Zones at 98m elevation

Zones at 85m elevation
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The aim of this work was to investigate the potential of wind energy
for the future power supply in Albania. The renewable energy
sources in Albania have a considerable potential, since the energy
demand is largely supplied by hydropower. Currently, do not exist
significant wind energy investment in the country, however the
government has taken steps forward in the field of photovoltaics.
The level of information available about wind speed zones in
Albania is poor. A wind resources map depicting wind speeds over
5 m/s and its annual number of hours has been published in the
previous years. Based on this data and a boundary layer model, with
the roughness of the landscape as an input, maps of wind speeds at
50 m or 100 m (typical elevation heights of modern wind turbine
hubs) are developed. One can define five different zones of annual
average wind speeds at different locations, A, B, C, D, and E,
indicating an average speed of 2 to more than 5 m/s. Zone E with
more than 5 m/s is located in the northeast of Albania, close to
Kukes. Zones D and C correspond to Gllava and Kryevidh. The
wind data correspond well to the ones found for comparable
regions, e.g. the northern coast of Greece. A wind profile for three
different elevation heights has been performed for the six wind
zones studied in this article. A survey of some current large wind
turbines with respect to rated wind speed, cut-in- and cut-out wind
speed, efficiency, design features and cost is given. The wind
turbine found suitable for this paper was considered to be the
German ENERCON turbine E-66 (1.8 MW, 70 m rotor diameter).
To characterize the potential earning of the most promising
Albanian locations the density of the annual energy output is used.
Calculations for the annual energy output assuming different hub
heights, different types of wind turbines, rotor areas, efficiencies,
power coefficients, and the wind speed distribution are carried out.
The costs such as the total initial cost, the operation and
maintenance costs and miscellaneous costs for wind turbines from
various manufacturers are summarized. A payback period of 6,5
year is estimated for the zone E in Kukes. With a moderately
increased price level also zones C and D (Gllava and Kryevidh)
could be worth to be considered. In this calculation the costs of
transportation, coonstruction and the connection to electric grid
have not been considered.
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Mathematical modeling of the efficiency of a defibrilling biphase rectangular signal of
different duration
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Engineering and Technology Academy, Institute of nanotechnologies, electronics and instrumentation, Taganrog, Russia
E-mail: nik-chernov@yandex.ru, arekusand@gmail.com
Abstract: According to numerous studies, 76% of sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) are conditionally preventable, because occur due to
ventricular fibrillation (VF) [1-3]. Immediate electrical impulse therapy (EIT) by external defibrillation is the main treatment for this type of
arrhythmia [3-5]. Earlier, a comparative study of modern forms of impulses made it possible to reveal the concept of the development of this
field of science [6]. The analysis of the literature and the results of recent developments made it possible to determine the main parameters
of the pulse for the individual selection of the characteristics of the transthoracic defibrillation signal. Representation of the average current
(I) and charge (Q) in the form of a certain function I (t) is the optimal way to dose the defibrillation pulse [7].
Keywords: TRANSTHORACIC DEFIBRILLATION, BIPHASIC PULSE, CURRENT STABILIZATION, CARDIOMYOCYTES
REPOLARIZATION, VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION

1.

We have written in the Java programming language and
implemented into the CESE environment a rectangular signal of
sufficient intensity to overcome the excitability threshold of the
cardiomyocyte. Taking into account the analyzed literature and our
own calculations [6, 7], several rectangular signals with a duration
of 3 to 6 ms with a step of 1 ms were selected for analysis to
determine the optimal pulse duration. Experiments have previously
established a difference in the duration of the threshold impulses for
the Luo-Rudy Mammalian Ventricular Model II (dynamic)
cardiomyocyte model and the results on the human cardiomyocyte
model. The 11 ms pulse for the Luo-Rudy model turned out to be
identical in its effects for the 4 ms signal in the human
cardiomyocyte model [26, 27]; the ratio of the pulse duration in the
used model to the human cardiomyocyte model is 1: 2.75. In this
regard, it was decided to introduce a correction factor for the pulse
duration: Kt = 2.75.

Introduction

The calculation of the main parameters was carried out based on
the work of Weiss and Lapicque [8], who proved the existence of
the effect of cardiac tissue stimulation and Blair's calculations, who
described the existence of the rheobase [9,10]. Irnich's studies
describe in detail the effect of the pulse exposure time on
cardiomyocytes as the main parameter of the pulse [11,12]. In the
future, a large number of studies have proved in practice the high
efficiency of a two-phase pulse over a monophasic one. The
theoretical substantiation of this fact has not yet been presented, but
there is a hypothesis that the second phase prevents the appearance
of ectopic foci in the heart tissue, which increases the efficiency of
defibrillation [13-17]. A detailed calculation of the ratio of the
forward and backward signal of the pulse was carried out by Kroll
and showed the possibility of minimizing the energy of the second
phase [18], and a number of authors subsequently confirmed the
large variability of the current amplitude tolerances [14]. The fact
that the phase switching time should not exceed 1 ms and, if
possible, should be minimized, otherwise the biphasic signal turns
into two monophase signals [19]. In 1978, Bourlands in his article
showed the comparative efficiency of pulses with a constant time,
regardless of the impedance of the chest [20]. The not rightly
forgotten publication by Schuder in 1964 confirms the high
efficiency of a rectangular pulse over other pulse variants [13].
Tacker presented a graph from his analysis in 1993 and proved that
there is a fine line between effective defibrillation and damage from
each pulse [21]. Wilson, in a 1988 study, described the effect of
charge storage upon repeated defibrillations [22]. Fishler summed
up all the experiments in 2000 by determining the time interval for a
rectangular pulse in the range from 3 to 6 ms and the ratio of the
amplitude of the current of the first and second phases as 15A to
10A [23].

2.

As the main investigated parameter, we define the voltage on
the membrane surface Membrane voltage (mV). On the surface of
the membrane, the resting membrane potential (RMP) is constantly
present, which is formed mainly due to the diffusion of Na + and K
+ ions. The BMP of the cardiomyocyte is approximately - 86 mV
[28]. When an electrical impulse is applied to the cell membrane,
depolarization occurs and an action potential (AP) is formed on its
surface. PD of the cardiomyocyte occurs at a voltage of 56 mV. In
this case, the protein channels of the cell membrane are activated
and Na + ions rush into the cell. The flow of Na + ions into the cell
occurs according to the ―all or nothing‖ principle; therefore, the
formation of AP can be clearly traced by the change in the rate of
movement of Na + ions through the membrane [29]. The used
mathematical model allows us to plot the Na + ion flow (Total Na
ion flow (mM / ms)) and we use it as a criterion for the efficiency of
the signals under study.

Materials and methods

In the repolarization phase, active cellular channels are actively
involved, the work of which is aimed at restoring the MPP. Calcium
ions play an important role at the stage of repolarization. Their
function is to maintain the MPP at a certain level (86mV) and, with
a decrease in their concentration, the excitability of the cell
decreases. The maintenance of Ca2 + concentration is regulated by
the Na + / Ca2 + pump and, as a rule, its work is aimed at pumping
Ca2 + out of the cell using a Na + / Ca2 + pump [30]. The
peculiarity of the Na + / Ca2 + pump is the exchange of one Ca2 +
ion for three Na +. It follows from this that the overload in the work
of this mechanism, associated with the excessive intake of Na +
ions, can lead to a decrease in the excitability of the cardiomyocyte
[31]. To assess the effectiveness of defibrillation pulses, a graph
showing the activity of the Na + / Ca2 + pump - Na-Ca exchanger
current (uA / uF) was included in the study model. A
comprehensive analysis of the above parameters allows you to
assess the effectiveness of pulses and assess their safety..

Taking into account the permissible range of the time interval,
obtained from the analysis of the literature and our own
calculations, the next stage of optimization of the time interval of
the pulse effect is the experimental part [7,23]. With the aim of a
humane approach to research at the stage of signal modeling and
objectification of the results, the research was carried out by
mathematical modeling in the free Cell Electrophysiology
Simulation Environment (CESE) [24]. The program includes a
mathematical model of biochemical processes occurring on the
surface and inside the cardiomyocyte of a guinea pig Luo-Rudy
Mammalian Ventricular Model II (dynamic) [25]. Using this model,
it is possible to simulate the effect of an electric pulse of a certain
duration, shape and intensity in terms of current strength on the cell
membrane, and to obtain graphs of the operation of ion channels
and changes in the concentration of ions on the surface and inside
the cardiomyocyte.
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3. Discussion Results
Modeling was carried out in the CESE environment on the LuoRudy Mammalian Ventricular Model II (dynamic) model, using its
own rectangular signal of sufficient intensity to form the AP.
Changing the duration of a rectangular pulse in CESE occurs by
manually adjusting the parameter - this function is called clamp, the
parameter is stimulus duration. As described above, from earlier
studies, in order to obtain results applicable to human
cardiomyocytes, it is necessary to introduce a correction factor Kt.
After correction, the pulse duration was 8.25 ms (4 ms), 11 ms (4
ms), 13.75 (5 ms) and 16.5 (6 ms).
In the simulation environment, summary plots were plotted showing
changes in membrane surface voltage (Membrane voltage (mV)),
Na + ion flow (Total Na ion flow (mM / ms)), and Na + / Ca2 +
pump activity (Na-Ca exchanger current (uA / uF)) for each pulse
separately.

Fig. 2 Mathematical modeling of changes in voltage indicators on the
surface of the cardiomyocyte membrane, Na+ transmembrane current and
Na+-Ca2+ pump activity, when exposed to an equivalent pulse of 4 ms
duration

When considering the graph obtained by simulating a signal with a
duration equivalent to a pulse of 3 ms (8.25 ms), shown in Figure 1,
the following data were obtained: the action potential (AP = -56
mV) develops at 0.35 ms, Na + channels open at 0.4 ms ... In this
case, the reverse current of Na + ions begins immediately after
closing and reaches its peak at 4.2 ms, followed by a smooth ramplike decline. The operation of the Na + / Ca2 + pump on the graph
duplicates the dynamics of restoring the Na + balance. In general,
the effect of a rectangular pulse with a duration of 3 ms can be
characterized as sufficient to create a general repolarization. The
impulse creates conditions for a standard contraction in terms of its
duration and activity of ion channels [32].

When examining a 5 ms pulse (13.25 ms for the model under
study), shown in Figure 3, the formation of AP and the opening of
Na + channels are similar to the previous results of 0.35 and 0.4 ms,
respectively. Noteworthy is the absence of a plateau as at a 4 ms
pulse, and the formation of the first peak on the membrane surface
at 3.7 ms with an amplitude of 238 mV. At the same time, the first
peak in the reverse flow rate of Na + ions is also noted. A detailed
examination of the data from the performed modeling revealed a
regularity: the active current of Na + ions from the cell begins at a
voltage on the membrane surface of more than +80 mV. A further
decrease and repeated rise in the membrane voltage is accompanied
by the synchronous activity of the current of Na + ions and the
operation of the Na + / Ca2 + pump. In this case, the total operating
time of the Na + / Ca2 + pump is 19 ms (from 1.35 ms to 30.35 ms).
And if we turn to the fact that the duration of Na + -channel opening
is 0.6 ms at any pulse duration, and the maximum speed does not
differ significantly (395 - 398 mM / ms), we can conclude that there
is excessive Na + transport from the cytoplasm of the
cardiomyocyte. Do not forget that this is the transport of Ca2 + ions
into the cell and, as a consequence, a decrease in the excitability of
the cardiomyocyte [31]. From the results of modeling a rectangular
pulse with an equivalent duration of 5 ms, it can be concluded that
prolonged exposure to a high-density current on the cardiomyocyte
leads to excessive transport of Ca2 + and Na + ions into the cell and
onto its surface, respectively.

Fig. 1 Mathematical modeling of changes in voltage indicators on the
surface of the cardiomyocyte membrane, Na+ transmembrane current and
Na+-Ca2+ pump activity, when exposed to an equivalent pulse of 3 ms
duration

In Figure 2, obtained by simulating a 4 ms pulse (11 ms under the
simulation conditions on the presented model), the AP is also
formed at 0.35 ms, and the Na + channels are opened at 0.4 ms. The
graph shows the key difference between pulses of 3 and 4 ms: a
plateau appears on the cell membrane from 0.9 ms to 10.1 ms with
an average amplitude of 64 mV. Due to this plateau, the reverse
flow of Na + ions and their active transport from the cardiomyocyte
cell are blocked. The operation of the Na + / Ca2 + pump has a
smooth start and decline and is a direct reflection of the dynamics of
the Na + ion current. The formation of a "blocking" plateau on the
surface of the cardiomyocyte membrane reflects the very essence of
defibrillation, which consists in creating a general repolarization for
all heart cells.

Fig. 3 Mathematical modeling of changes in voltage indicators on the
surface of the cardiomyocyte membrane, Na+ transmembrane current and
Na+-Ca2+ pump activity, when exposed to an equivalent pulse of 5 ms
duration
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A further increase in the pulse duration to 6 ms (16.5 ms in the
model under study) confirms the conclusions drawn from the
previous simulation. High voltage on the membrane surface leads to
active substitutional transport of ions, which as a result leads to a
decrease in the concentration of Ca + ions on the surface of the
cardiomyocyte membrane and, as a consequence, to a decrease in
cell excitability, including for subsequent defibrillating impulses.
Figure 4, showing a graph of a pulse with an equivalent duration of
6 ms, characterizes it as excessive in all the parameters under study.
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Fig. 4 Mathematical modeling of changes in voltage indicators on the
surface of the cardiomyocyte membrane, Na+ transmembrane current and
Na+-Ca2+ pump activity, when exposed to an equivalent pulse of 6 ms
duration

As a result of modeling, we obtained graphs characterizing the
reaction of the cardiomyocyte to rectangular pulses of various
duration. With the help of this study, it is possible to assess the
main processes of cell excitability: the formation of AP upon shortterm exposure to a defibrillating pulse, membrane repolarization
and restoration of the MPP..

4. Conclusion
The aim of our study was to study the effectiveness of a biphasic
rectangular signal of various durations using a cardiomyocyte
model in the CESE mathematical modeling environment. By
analyzing the results obtained, we have determined the optimal
defibrillation pulse time from the range obtained by analyzing the
data of previous studies and calculations [7]. The most effective
was a pulse with a duration of 4 ms. Since the study was carried out
directly on the mathematical model of the cardiomyocyte, the errors
that could arise during the experiment on animals were leveled. The
differences in the geometry of the thorax of animals create a
number of difficulties in the application of the results obtained in
humans, and mathematical modeling in order to study the time
interval can be called a preferable option. The next step in biphasic
pulse design is to calculate the optimal current amplitude for the
most effective defibrillation, taking into account the changing chest
impedance of the patient.
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Abstract: The rapid spread of COVID-19 disease worldwide has caused a frightening crisis in the health care system in many states. To
prevent it, many states have taken various measures, including total blockades. In this paper we have used the logistic growth model to show
the increase in the population of the number infected with the Covid-19 virus in Albania. The generalized logistic equation is used to
interpret the COVID-19 epidemic data in Albania. The growth rate was calculated using two random data and the expected number of
infected people. The predictions of the logistic model are as correct as the data are accurate, and that correct that they can imitate the
dynamics of the epidemic. The model clearly shows that there is a correlation between real and projected data. When daily predictions of
epidemic size begin to converge, we can say that the epidemic is under control. If we deviate from the forecast curve it may indicate that the
epidemic may get out of control. With a fully valid model, this type of information can be used as an example by policy makers to assess how
to take appropriate action.
Keywords: COVID-19, EXPONENTIAL GROWTH MODEL, LOGISTIC GROWTH MODEL, PREDICTION

1. Introduction

P  rP

On March 8, 2020, Albania confirmed the first two cases of
Coronavirus, a father and a son, who had come to the country from
Florence, Italy. On the same day, the government banned all flights
and ferries coming from the northern part of Italy until April 3rd.
The government also closed schools for two weeks, ordered a ban
on all groups of people, and urged sports federations to suspend
activities. At noon on March 11, the first death from Coronavirus in
Albania was recorded; a 73-year-old woman died in Durrës from
vascular complications. On March 12, the number of infected
people went up to 23. All the 23 infected people had a history of
traveling to Italy or had come into contact with people who had
been to Italy. On March 13, the Ministry of Health announced that
the number of people infected with Coronavirus had risen to 33,
after 159 new tests performed in the last 24 hours. That same day,
the government announced the closure of major cities, including
Tirana, by midnight Sunday; some of the measures taken were
blocking roads, banning private cars and closing all businesses
(except pharmacies and grocery stores). [8]

(this model was introduced by the English mathematician Thomas
R. Malthus, in 1798, for the growth of populations). In this model,
the velocity of the change per capita r  P P is constant, positive
when P increases, and negative when P decreases.
This ia an equations with separable variables, the solution [1,2,4]
P  e rt C

at time t  0 we have C  P0 , from which we have:

P (t )  P0e r t

(4)

Where P0 is the population at time t  0 . If r  0 , the exponential
population growth can not continue forever. In an exponential plot,
we can see that as t   , P (t )   .
In a real-life situation, it can not be possible for the population to
grow in such dimension, because the population would exceed the
weight of the earth.
What exactly limits the growth of population? Food
supply, territoriality, cannibalism, competition, predation, parasites,
and diseases can all affect the growth.
In order to model the effects of overcrowding and limited sources of
living, biologists who study populations and demographers often
accept the following hypothesis:
The rate of growth per capita i.e. the rate P P decreases rapidly

In this paper, we focus on the total number of daily cases of
Coronavirus in Albania. The data is taken from the web site
https://coronavirus.al/statistika/

2. Methods and Theory. The Models of Population
How can the size of population change? There are four factors
which affect the population. The natality in a population increases
the size of its, while the mortality decrease the size of population.
Also, there are new entries in the population (migration) or
population getaway (immigration). The above statements are
presented in a simple equation [1-6]

P  B  D  I  E

(3)

when P becomes bigger, as shown in Figure 1.

(1)

Where : P = the change in the size of population in time t .

B = birth rate
D = death rate
I = migration rate
E = immigration rate
If the population is supposed to be ‘closed’ (habitat), then we do not
have a mobility of the population, so that

Fig. 1

(2)

For small P , P P nears the previous value r . However, for a

The simpliest model is when the growth of populationis considered
to be densitity independent. Density independence means the birth
and death rate is not affected by the size of population.
Thus, birth and death rate is in commensurate with population

population larger than the specific carrying capacity M , the growth
rate becomes negative, which means the death rate is higher than
the birth one.
A convincing mathematical manner to include these ideas is
accepting that the rhythm of growth P P decreases linearily with

P  B  D
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the growth of P , which means that the graph P P is a line.(Figure
2)
While writing the equation of the line which goes through the points
(0; r ) and (M;0)
P
r
P0
P

0r
M 0

So the exponential model can be written

P(t )  782e0.0104336974t
We will now calculate the number of infected for the following
days by comparing them with real data. The following table
presents the real data and the forecast according to the exponential
model. [7]

Date

Number of
real infected
population

Predicted

2020-05-01

782.00

790.20

2020-05-02

789.00

798.49

2020-05-03

795.00

806.86

2020-05-04

803.00

815.33

2020-05-05

820.00

823.88

2020-05-06

832.00

832.52

2020-05-07

842.00

841.25

2020-05-08

850.00

850.07

2020-05-09

856.00

858.99

2020-05-10

868.00

868.00

2020-05-11

872.00

877.10

2020-05-12

876.00

886.30

2020-05-13

880.00

895.60

2020-05-14

898.00

904.99

2020-05-15

916.00

914.48

2020-05-16

933.00

924.08

2020-05-17

946.00

933.77

2020-05-18

948.00

943.56

2020-05-19

949.00

953.46

2020-05-20

964.00

963.46

2020-05-21

969.00

973.56

2020-05-22

981.00

983.77

2020-05-23

989.00

994.09

2020-05-24

998.00

1004.52

2020-05-25

3. Results and Discussion

1004.00

1015.05

2020-05-26

1029.00

1025.70

3.1 Exponential Model

2020-05-27

1050.00

1036.46

2020-05-28

1076.00

1047.33

2020-05-29

1099.00

1058.31

2020-05-30

1122.00

1069.41

2020-05-31

1137.00

1080.63

Fig. 2

obtain the equation (5)

P

P  rP 1  
 M

(5)

which is called logistic equation.
This equation was suggested in 1838 by the demographer Verhulst
to describe the growth of human population, which is a
modification of Malthus model. [1-6].
The solution of equation (5) is: [2]
M
P
1  e  rt C
M  P0
at time t  0 we have C 
, from which we have:
P0

P(t ) 

MP0
P0  ( M  P0 )e rt

(6)

where P0 is the population at time t  0 .
If we go to the limit in the equation (6) when t   we have the
lim P(t )  M , so it approaches the carrying capacity.
t 

In this part we will do a test of the exponential model and the
logistical equation of increasing the number of infected for Albania.
Using data from any two points (dates) eg if we take as a starting
point t  0 the date 1 May 2020 where the number of infected was
P0  782 we can find r using the fact that the number of infected
per t  10 day was P  868 which corresponds to the date 10 May
2020. [1-6]

This model can now be used to predict the future for the number
of people infected with Covid - 19 as shown in the Figure 3. We see
a match between the real data and those predicted from May 1 to
May 31. This gives us confidence in predicting the future.

Using equation (4) we have:

868  782e

10 r

 868 
ln 

782 
r  
 0.0104336974
10
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Fig. 3

M  P0 64  1

 63
P0
1
Also, assume that each infected person infects 2 other people, so the
growth rate per capita would be r  2 .
Now with the data we have we will examine the development of the
epidemic from time t  0 to time t  10 .
First we put the knowledge we have in the logistics growth formula:
C

This model can now be used to predict the future for the number
of the infected.
In conclusion we can say that the Malthus model gives us the
ability to predict the size of the number of infected. It is clear that
the predicted data are almost the same as the real ones. The Malthus
model assumes that the relative growth rate is constant. In fact, even
if we do not take into account natural disasters, wars, and even
changes in social behavior, the rate of growth will change as the
population grows due to overcrowding, disease, and lack of natural
resources. This model predicts that the number of infected will
increase without limits but as we said above that in real life
situations this is impossible.

64
1  63e 2t
We will now calculate the number of infected for the first 10 days
of the epidemic based on the logistics growth formula. The
following table presents the actual infected data and the data
calculated according to the logistic increase.
P t  

3.2 Logistic Growth Model
The logistical increase is characterized by an increase in the
initial phase, but with an increased decline in a later phase, as we
get closer to the carrying capacity.
For example, in the case of Covid-19 the carrying capacity would
be the total number of people in the world, because when everyone
is sick, growth will necessarily decrease.
The reason to use logistic growth for modeling the Corona Virus
outbreak is that epidemiologists have studied these types of
outbreaks and know that the first period of an epidemic undergoes
exponential growth and the total period can be modeled by logistic
growth.
The logistical increase is given by the formula: [1-6]

Number of
real infected
population

Predicted

1

2.00

6.718368

2

10.00

29.713746

3

15.00

55.355593

4

23.00

62.675408

5

33.00

63.817469

6

38.00

63.975236

7

42.00

63.996647

8

51.00

63.999546

9

55.00

63.999938

10

59.00

63.999991

Time

M
P t  
1  e  rt C

where:
P  t  is the number of cases at any given time t
To see this more clearly, we take the case of Covid-19 in Albania
for the first 10 days of the epidemic, in which we have; the
maximum number of infected people M is 64 people. Assume that
the initial number of infected persons is 1 . From here we have

Below we present the graph realized from the data of the
table.
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Fig. 4

From the real data of the spread of the epidemic we see
that we initially have an exponential increase in the number of
infected. The curve is similar to the logistic growth graph curve, so
we have almost a matching of the curves. Unlike the logistic growth
graph in which the curve follows a linear decline, in the case of
Albania due to fluctuations in the increase in the number of
infected, the curve continues to increase until we have a decrease
(stabilization) of the number affected by the epidemic.

4. Conclusions




Below is a graph of the number of infected with Covid 19 for the period March 2020 - March 2021 [7]
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In this paper we presented the logistic model to predict the
number of infected with Covid - 19 in Albania. The
forecast for the number of infected in Albania is an
example of how well this model works. This provides us
with an indispensable tool for predicting the number of
those infected in the future.
The model depends on accurate data, ie how accurate the
data on the number of infected are.
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When daily predictions of epidemic size begin to
converge, we can say that the epidemic is under control. If
we deviate from the forecast curve it may indicate that the
epidemic may get out of control, so the logistical model
enables us to control the spread of the infected. Nonconvergence of the model means that the pandemic is out
of control and further measures need to be taken.
By looking at the numerical indicators of the logistics
model, the Ministry of Health and the Government can
use this type of information to take appropriate action.
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